MAP MARKER ICON COLOR & IMAGE ID – SEARCH FILTER FEATURES

Identify AMA clubs (yellow) and Airports
(green) not requiring notification.
Identify AMA clubs (blue) and Airports (red)
that require notification.
Select or De-select marker check boxes in
the DESCRIPTION row at the base of the
map to display or not display any of the
seven map marker types.
Markers may be displayed by COUNTY
selections in the drop down menu above the
map.
Clubs offering “Intro” pilot training may be
displayed by selecting the INTRO menu
above the map.
Radius distances between any address
entered into the location search box under
More Options, to any markers, may be
determined.

CLUB TAB DATA CONTACT INFO AND LINKS TO MORE DETAILS & WEBSITE

AIRPORT TAB DATA CONTACT INFO LINKS TO MORE DETAILS & AIRNAV

1. All of the seven icon marker types in the “DESCRIPTION” row are checked and so all can be seen
and clicked on for location and contact data.
2. The map can be moved with a click+hold on the map and then slide the map in any direction.
The + / - (top left) can be used to zoom in or out. Clicking on + multiple times will zoom in and
spread the distance between markers.

3. By unchecking all the markers, except the red airport icon and the blue club marker in the
“DESCRIPTION” row, only all the airports and clubs within 5 miles of each will appear on the map.
4. By checking “BARNSTABLE” and “BRISTOL” in the ‘COUNTY” menu the map will auto-relocate and
display only those counties. Don’t forget to uncheck the COUNTY selections when done in order
to view other selection choices.

5. Selecting “INTRO” (top menu) will display only the 14 clubs in Massachusetts that offer free flight
training for 60 days for anyone including liability insurance coverage.
6. The “INTRO” is provided to encourage and direct new pilots to these clubs to learn how to become
skilled and safe sUAS/drone operators. Don’t forget to deselect “INTRO” when done.

7. The “CLUB/AIRPORT” menu may be used to select any club or airport for close up viewing. It is best to
switch from the “Street” map (upper right menu) to the “Hybrid” map as shown above.
8. Multiple clubs and/or a combination of them may be selected but zooming (+) in for a close view and
should only be done for one at a time. Don’t forget to deselect any boxes checked in the upper menus.

9. Selecting a “Hybrid” map (upper right menu) provides a Satellite view of the areas
surrounding a club’s flying site. Sensitive areas that may present a hazard to people or
property may be identified. NO FLY zones can be created to allow for greater separation
from the flight area boundaries or the site layout and runways may be reoriented to mitigate
risks.

10. Select “More Options” (upper left menu) then click on “Nearby” enter any address or
GPS, a “Radius” in miles, check “show circle” and click on “Find Nearby”. The
above was a random address in Marlborough, MA and we learned that there were 2
clubs, 3 heliports and two airports from the location someone might have been
considering to fly their drone. This is a great tool to check any location at any distance.

